Cleaning & Support Services

NJC Commitment

Paul Crilly
Managing Director
NJC (Not Just Cleaning Ltd) specialises in high quality integrated cleaning and support
services in London and the South of England and we self-deliver office, window
and specialist cleaning. We provide services to customers who demand the highest
standards, including blue-chip companies and property management organisations,
ensuring that each of our customers receives the utmost attention and focus.
Our tailored service delivery solutions are designed to meet individual requirements,
and sit under a robust contract management structure.
NJC was started in 1984 and continues to be family owned and driven by family
values. We focus on building long term relationships with our customers, based on
supporting them in delivering their business outcomes. Our well trained, supported and
empowered employees are all prepared to go the extra mile; that is the NJC DNA.
We are passionate about the application of technology and analyse the data we collect
as part of our transparent services to drive continuous improvement, innovative service
approaches and deliver the best value for money.
Our business is based on the understanding that it is “Not Just Cleaning”, but creating
a clean environment where our customers, together with their employees, tenants
and visitors can excel, through our service, people and technology. On behalf of my
colleagues, I commit to you that we will always deliver exceptional service standards,
managed pro-actively by our experienced and focused management team.

Why Choose NJC?

We clean...

Supporting Your Brand. NJC specialises in delivering high
standards of cleanliness to ensure a positive experience for
building occupiers and visitors, through our quality services.

Save Time. Our attentive and responsive management style
allows you to focus on your core business.

25 million
square feet
of high spec office
space daily

Cut Operating Costs. Technology enabled integrated selfdelivery streamlines services, raises quality and reduces costs.

We add value through:
◼ Our expertise in office cleaning, window and facade cleaning
and maintenance, and estate cleaning.
◼ Our self-delivery of support services, including waste
management and post room services, bringing efficiencies
through bundled soft services.

We self-deliver

Complex
vertical
cleaning

of towers & atria,
including rope access

◼ Our highly trained, empowered and supported operational
colleagues, who are all prepared to go the extra mile.

We clean...

◼ Flexing and adapting our offer to suit customer requirements,
focusing on a collaborative approach.
◼ Utilising technology and the latest equipment and
innovations to deliver, manage and report on exceptional
service standards.

acres

of public realm daily

Our Service
High Quality

Value for Money

Cleaning standards have always been the principal

Synergies resulting from self-delivery allow streamlined

driver within the NJC operational model. Our integrated

operations in a “one team” approach and remove

self-delivery allows this through direct control of

duplicated overheads, bringing commercial efficiency.

resources, agility and relentless attention to detail.

Sustainable Approach

Health and Safety

We minimise the impact of our operations through

People are our priority. We have a zero tolerance to

environmentally friendly cleaning products, equipment

harm, and employee health and wellbeing is supported

and operational solutions, combined with waste

by our operating processes and procedures.

management and recycling.

Our priority is consistent, high standard services, at the best price. Our partnership with NJC has achieved this
and delivered substantial improvements in cleaning through the ‘can-do’ attitude of their team combined with
changes in process, equipment and frequencies. They have been a driving force in ensuring the satisfaction of
our stakeholders and supporting our reputation and brand.
Estate Director, Savills

Our People
NJC’s ethos has always been that our colleagues are as important as our customers, enabling us to be the best at
what we do, and we recruit, train and develop top quality people at all levels. Well trained, supported and empowered
employees demonstrate our values of service quality, customer service and attention to detail and we are proud to be
accredited to Investors in People standards.
Family values are at the heart of NJC and we are committed to sustainable employment and proud to promote the
Real Living Wage.

Our proven management structure is highly resilient and includes:
◼ A senior single point of accountability, saving you time.
◼ Assured service quality, managed by our on-site and off-site teams.
◼ High levels of service monitoring and auditing, accessible to customers via our business management system.
◼ A management team which embodies the NJC DNA, delivering positive outcomes to you and your stakeholders.

We passionately believe that a socially responsible business is a profitable business. Fundamental to this is our
commitment to the communities in which we operate. NJC will always strive to deliver a social dividend through a range
of initiatives that include local employment, training and work experience, local supply chain use, personal and business
mentoring, working with local agencies in support of communities and creating staff volunteering days.

Technology and Reporting
Technology is central to our service offer, driving

Our customer portal, MyNJC, curates and collates the

effectiveness and efficiency, with mobile devices

wide spectrum of business information that underpins

providing unrivalled governance of process and capturing

both our service delivery and decision making. It allows

proof of service. Our business management system

us to provide all customers with bespoke dashboards on

ensures the robust data collection which enables

a balanced scorecard basis, often removing the need for

insight driven continuous improvement, with real-time

formal reports.

information easily accessible by our customers.
We actively monitor research and development of all
Our technology is used to audit and demonstrate quality

cleaning process equipment and seek to introduce

standards, enabling us to demonstrate our consistent

innovations when they are sufficiently robust to support

5 Star service across our contracts.

new methods of working.

Office Cleaning and Public Realm
The daily cleaning of your workspace gives your building occupiers and visitors the assurance that they are working in a
clean and healthy environment, which has been shown to improve workplace productivity. NJC self-delivers high quality
office cleaning services in London and the South and we support customers who demand the highest standards, including
corporate offices and property managers.
Our expertise in cleaning aligned with the latest standards, such as BREEAM International, WELL Building Institute™ and
Fitwel, allows us to help our customers achieve wellbeing excellence.

It is rare that I have the pleasure to report a performance score of 100%, and the number speaks for itself.
This is a tremendous achievement on both reactive response and PPM completion that you and your team
should be very proud of. Please accept my gratitude. Fantastic!
Facilities Director, Professional Services Company

NJC is a market leader in maintaining the public realm within mixed-use developments, with a multitude of stakeholders from
global brands, high street retailers, restaurants and the general public. Through high levels of customer service training, the
identification of appropriate, scheme specific equipment and demand led resource planning, NJC is able to ensure that every
mixed-use location is clean 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Industry Leading Vertical Services
NJC self-delivers cleaning and maintenance services at

We are committed to demonstrating safe working

many of London’s tallest and most complex buildings.

practices in everything we do, from the use of GoPro

Services include:

cameras for individual process compliance, to

◼ Complex cleaning of windows, towers and atria
◼ Cladding cleaning and maintenance
We use ground, platform, cradle and rope access
techniques and are one of only a few UK rope access
cleaning providers to be an IRATA (Industrial Rope
Access Trade Association) member, demonstrating
our continued focus on moving our health and safety
standards beyond compliance.

automatically monitoring wind speeds.
We deliver governance in all aspects of BMU (Building
Maintenance Unit) access, use, maintenance and
service, through audited processes, maximising
equipment availability and delivering consistently
clean buildings.

Specialist Cleaning
NJC has been maintaining all types of floors for over 30 years. We
have expertise in the identification of appropriate treatments and
subsequent restoration and maintenance. NJC’s Specialist Cleaning
Division carries out all of the planned periodic maintenance required by
our customers, working out of hours if required. High quality standards
are maintained through on-site supervision, regular employee training,
quality control processes, audits and regular client reviews.

Our services include:
◼M
 arble restoration, including diamond grinding and vitrifying
◼M
 arble cleaning and polishing
◼F
 inishing and sealing of all stone and granite floors
◼H
 ard floor cleaning and maintenance, including vinyl floors, tile
floors, stone floors and slate floors
◼C
 arpet and upholstery cleaning
◼W
 ood floor renovation and maintenance
◼P
 ressure washing

Support Services
Waste Management

Post Room

NJC has developed industry leading waste strategies

NJC is evolving post room services utilising modern

which have the fundamental principles of the waste

technology to improve efficiency and cost effectiveness.

hierarchy at their core, with the goal of achieving the

Inbound and outbound mail is securely tracked and

nirvanic Circular Economy.

managed using our cloud based system, which creates
a comprehensive digital record of all activities and allows

NJC works with customers to develop a waste

analysis and reporting from wherever you are.

management strategy tailored to their needs. We
ensure high service levels, reduced costs and increased
recycling, utilising innovative equipment and solutions,
combined with data collection, reporting and occupier
education.

Other Services
◼H
 elpdesk
◼W
 ashroom Services
◼ J anitorial

The fundamental principles of our approach are
predicated upon the fact that general waste is the most

◼P
 est Control

expensive waste stream to process and conversion to

◼P
 orterage

Dry Mixed Recycling (DMR) can offer substantial cost
reductions or reinvestment opportunities.

Our Expertise
NJC provides best in class services to customers with complex requirements and challenges, which is of direct benefit where brand,
image, and service quality are top priorities.

World Class Corporate Offices

Commercial and Residential Managing Agents

NJC has significant experience of supporting customers

We support the managing agents of some of the most prestigious

for whom high service standards are both technical and

buildings in London. The consumer of the service is rarely our

ambassadorial.

customer and we have sophisticated mechanisms to manage this
tripartite arrangement.

Mixed-Use Estate Management
As the worlds of work and play continue to converge, there is a requirement to provide staff who are not
just cleaners, who operate in an ambassadorial style, providing services to meet the often-competing
demands of retailers, occupiers and residents. NJC has extensive experience of operating some of
London’s most high profile mixed-use destinations.

For further information please call us today on

0203 984 4450

or email enquiries@njcdna.com
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